**Ship-IT Multi-Carrier Parcel Shipping Software**

Leverage the Power of a Multi-Carrier Shipping System and Increase Revenue per Shipment

Gain control over shipping costs with the Ship-IT™ multi-carrier parcel shipping software system. Ship-IT targets the problem areas that cause higher operational and freight costs and delivers real savings back to your bottom line.

**COMPREHENSIVE MULTI-CARRIER CAPABILITIES**

Ship-IT includes a flexible library of carrier-compliant routing and rating tools for small parcel, less-than-truckload (LTL), truckload (TL) and regional parcel carriers. You can automate carrier selection decisions for routing, rating, time-in-transit and much more:

- **Reduce Freight Costs:** Instantly compare national and regional carriers for small parcel, LTL and TL shipments. Ensure that lowest-cost, on-time shipping rules are followed.
- **Increase Throughput:** Automatically route, rate and process domestic and international shipments in a matter of seconds.
- **Automate Your Company’s Shipping Scenarios:** Embed company-specific business rules and customer preferences into the system to save time, prevent errors and eliminate manual shipping tasks.
- **Produce Shipping Labels and Documents in Seconds:** Auto-generate carrier compliant labels and documents for domestic and export shipments. Automate AES Direct filing.
- **Enhance Visibility:** Provide real-time delivery tracking details for customer shipments.
- **Share Information:** Automatically capture shipping data for customer service and analysis.

**FAST, ACCURATE AND EFFICIENT SHIPMENT PROCESSING**

Ship-IT removes the manual, redundant processes that decrease shipping line speed and create errors. Flexible processing tools make it easy to ensure shipments are processed correctly, every time. Features include:

- **Address Verification Tools:** Pre-emptively analyze and correct delivery address errors that result in upcharges.
- **Shipment Processing Rules:** Built-in logic ensures only applicable services are considered, preventing users from choosing the wrong carrier, service and documents.
- **Customer-Specific Shipping Requirements:** Routing instructions, reference data, specific label or document specifications, etc. can be embedded and triggered automatically for consignee-specific orders.
- **Comprehensive Document and Label Library:** Access Ship-IT’s library for pre-configured hazmat labels, commercial invoices, packing lists, and more—in a matter of seconds.
MULTIPLE IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS

Ship-IT was designed with flexibility in mind, and is used by shippers of all sizes to meet a wide range of operational requirements:

- Desktop-based shipping
- Enterprise-wide solution
- SaaS-based solution
- Black box solution

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

In addition to software, Logistyx also provides comprehensive implementation services. We have installed and configured our multi-carrier shipping software solutions to exchange information with a wide range of order management, warehouse management, ERP and other systems. With thousands of customer implementations under our belt, Logistyx has helped companies of all sizes address a wide range of shipping and other supply chain requirements.

REQUEST A DEMONSTRATION OF OUR COMPLETE SUITE OF SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

Logistyx offers a complete suite of software solutions to streamline the supply chain execution workflow from order fulfillment through shipment processing, tracking, freight audit, invoicing and analysis. Please contact us for a demonstration or visit our website for more complete information.

ABOUT LOGISTYX TECHNOLOGIES

Logistyx Technologies offers flexible multi-carrier shipping software solutions that help companies reduce order-to-delivery costs while boosting efficiency and choice. For more information, visit www.logistyx.com.